You and a friend are warmly invited to the **preview** of

**Pairings: a conversation**

by various artists, co-curated by Alice Kettle

Friday 4 February 2011, 18.00-20.00

Thirty-two disparate makers from various backgrounds in craft, art and design show what happened when they formed 18 cross-disciplinary partnerships (or 'pairings'), engaging with new technologies and sometimes unlikely techniques in the process.

**Pairings** runs in the Howgill Gallery until Sunday 3 April.

If you are unable to come to the preview, please pass this invite on to a friend.
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Drawing inspiration from the Jersey coastline, Sarah plays with colour and manipulates surface to produce richly embellished work recreating the sea life of Jersey.

Reflections runs in the Dover Gallery until Sunday 10 April.

If you are unable to come to the preview, please pass this invite on to a friend.